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ABSTRACT

Correlation analysis assumes that individual observations are statistically
independent. Since tree -ring indices are typically serially correlated, cross -correlation
coefficients computed between standardized tree -ring series may be spurious and
inflated. To obtain valid estimates of these coefficients, ARIMA time series models
should be fit to standardized series before cross -correlation analysis. ARIMA
modelling was used successfully to obtain an unambiguous match between a "floating"
series and a master chronology using program CROS.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many computer programs for analyzing cross correlation have
been developed specifically for use in dendrochronologic research. These programs
fall into 3 categories: (1) crossdating programs that aid traditional skeleton plotting
(Stokes and Smiley 1968) in assigning calendar dates to floating chronologies (Fritts
1963; Scott 1966; Parker 1967, 1971; Baillie and Pilcher 1973; Munro 1984); (2)
programs for data quality control (Wendland 1975; Holmes 1983; Kickert et al. 1983);
and (3) general -purpose correlation programs used to examine changes in cross
correlation between chronologies over time (Stockton and Fritts 1971; Fritts 1976: 294)
or distance (Fritts 1963; Cropper and Fritts 1982).

While these programs are useful research tools, care must be exercised whep
interpreting cross -correlation coefficients they compute, because tree -ring indices are
typically serially correlated (Rose 1983; Monserud 1986; Landwehr and Matalas
1986). Cross -correlation coefficients computed between serially -correlated series may
be spurious and inflated (Jenkins and Watts 1968: 338; Box and Newbold 1971;
Chatfield 1975: 173; Chiu et al. 1981; Monserud 1986). This paper illustrates the
problem by using a crossdating program (CROS; Baillie and Pilcher 1973) to date a
floating chronology from the Pacific Northwest region of North America. CROSS was
selected for illustrative purposes because of its simplicity; however, the concepts
presented in this example apply equally to other dendrochronologic computer
programs that employ cross correlation.

CROS

CROS "slides" one floating standardized tree -ring series past another standardized
(master) series and calculates correlation coefficients, or more correctly, cross -

correlation coefficients, between the two series at all possible positions of significant
overlap. In short, it computes the standard cross -correlation function relating the two
series. The output of CROS consists of a sequential listing of Student's t values,
calculated for non- negative values of the standard cross -correlation function. The
Student's t values permit interpretation of the cross -correlation coefficients. At each
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potential "bark" date (date of the last ring in the floating series), the t value is simply
the cross -correlation coefficient divided by its standard error:

t = rxy(k)/sr (k)
xy

where rx (k) is the cross -correlation coefficient relating
standard error of rxy(k) is calculated as:

srxy(k)

(1)

series x and y at lag k. The

1 - [rxy(k)12 (2)

N - 2

where N is the number of years of overlap shared by both series at that position (Zar
1984: 309). Under the assumption of serial independence within series x and y, the
significance levels of the t values can be read from Student's t tables at (N - 2) degrees
of freedom (Zar 1984: 309). Generally, positions having t values greater than 3.2 and
over 70 years of overlap are significant at the 0.001 level, and are considered likely
matching positions.

Missing and intra- annual rings must be absent from the two series being compared
because CROS treats both as continuous input data. While the latter requirement
makes CROS impractical for many areas of the world (Holmes 1983), it is well suited
for applications in western Oregon and Washington, where missing and intra- annual
rings are rare.

DATA

In 1984, several logs were found imbedded in a pyroclastic -flow deposit west in the
valley of the South Fork Toutle River of Mount St. Helens, Washington. Crossdating
of a Douglas -fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) stump rooted on the surface of this deposit
with local ring patterns (Yamaguchi 1983, 1985) indicates that this flow was emplaced
before A.D. 1668. Further, it is known that this deposit cannot have been emplaced
before A.D. 1482, because it overlies a Mount St. Helens tephra set known to have
fallen after this date from dendrochronologic dating of an older tephra east of the
volcano (Yamaguchi 1985).

A disk (no. SFT -349) was cut from one of the Douglas -fir logs exhumed from the
pyroclastic flow to see if its date of death could be determined by crossdating. The
sampled log retains much of its bark and shows little evidence of pre -burial wood
decay. Thus its date of death should coincide with or slightly antedate the eruption of
Mount St. Helens (ca. A.D. 1668) that produced this pyroclastic flow.

Sample SFT -349 could not be dated by visual crossdating or skeleton plotting,
however, because waterlogging had reduced its visible latewood- density variation, and
its rings were relatively complacent. Computerized crossdating was therefore
attempted using CROS. The 290 rings of this sample were measured to the nearest
0.01 mm, and standardized by fitting a negative -exponential curve to the data (Fritts
1976; Graybill 1979, 1982). A modified version of CROS, adapted to accept standar-
dized data, was then used to cross correlate this series with an index chronology
developed from 15 Douglas -fir at a site (Lava Beds) 32 km southeast of Mount St.
Helens (length = 579 years; Brubaker 1980). No attempt was made to limit CROS to
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the interval of known possible dates (A.D. 14824668), in order to independently test
its ability to distinguish potential matching positions from non -matching ones across a
long master chronology. Before cross correlation, both series were tested for normality
following Zar (1984) to ensure that the indices in at least one series are normally
distributed, as required, for using the t statistic to evaluate correlation coefficients
(Zar 1984: 311).

CROS RESULTS USING RING -WIDTH INDICES

CROS identified 113 bark dates for sample SFT -349 as being "significant at the
0.001 level" over the A.D. 1411 -2240 time interval. The future dates were obtained
when SFT -349 was lagged positively against the master chronology. Minimum
amounts of overlap for "significant" dates at the beginning and end of the master
chronology were 87 and 75 years, respectively. Student's t values for these dates are
shown in Figure 1.

These results suggest that 113 of the 830 potential bark dates examined are likely
matching positions. Clearly, 113 is too large a number of likely bark dates because less
than one likely date should have arisen by chance in a time interval of this length, and
only one can be the correct date. Several additional features are evident in these
results. The future bark dates (A.D. 2078 -2195) identified by this analysis are
obviously in error. Further, the 23 dates that occur during the A.D. 1668 -1771 interval
are inconsistent with stratigraphic evidence for an earlier date of death for tree
SFT -349. Where did CROS go awry?
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Figure 1. Student's t values for sample SFT -349 bark dates identified by CROS as
"significant at the 0.001 level" when ring -width indices were used as input data.

To obtain the spurious and inflated "significant" Student's t values in Figure 1, the
cross -correlation coefficients calculated by CROS must have been inflated, because N
in equation (1) is fixed for each cross -correlated position. This example illustrates the
type of error that occurs when tree -ring series being cross -correlated violate the
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assumption of serial independence. Only by cross -correlating autocorrelated series
could the "significant" Student's t values in Figure 1 rise and fall in clusters over time,
a pattern indicative of similar levels of cross correlation at adjoining matching posi-
tions.

The degree of serial correlation in data from sample SFT -349 is shown in a cor-
relogram, which plots sample autocorrelation coefficients at increasing lags for its
ring -width and index series (Figure 2). The correlogram of the Lava Beds site index
chronology is virtually identical to that of Figure 2 (Series B).

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

LRG (YEARS)

Figure 2. Correlograms for time series from sample SFT -349 (A) ring widths;
(B) ring -width indices; (C) ARIMA (0, 1, 1) residuals.

Comparison of Series A and B in Figure 2 shows how standardizing reduces the
amount of autocorrelation in a ring -width series as described by Fritts (1976).
However, Figure 2 also shows that the ring -width indices of sample SFT -349 retain
significant autocorrelation after standardization. To date, most dendrochronologists
have given such remaining autocorrelation only limited attention when evaluating
cross correlation relating tree -ring series (Fritts 1976: 324; Cropper and Fritts 1982;
Munro 1984).

One way to circumvent this problem is to fit autoregressive intergrated moving
average (ARIMA) models (Chatfield 1975; Box and Jenkins 1976; O'Donovan 1983) to
standardized tree -ring series to remove autocorrelation from them, or "prewhiten"
them, before cross correlation. This approach is well established (Jenkins and Watts
1968: 340; Chatfield 1975: 173; Haugh 1976; Haugh and Box 1977; Granger and
Newbold 1977: 232; Pierce and Huagh 1977; Chiu et al.1981; Monserud 1986). Its
application to dendrochronologic cross correlation is demonstrated below.

CROS RESULTS AFTER ARIMA MODELING

ARIMA time series models were individually fit to the standardized SFT -349 series
and the Lava Beds site chronology using Minitab (Ryan et al. 1982, 1985), following
the procedures outlined by Chatfield (1975), Box and Jenkins (1976), and O'Donovan
(1983).
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The best -fitting models for both series are ARIMA (0, 1, 1) models, i.e., first -order
moving average models fit to first -order differenced data. These are most commonly
expressed as:

Xt - Xt-1 - Zt - 0Zt- l' (3)

where Xt is the ring -width index for year t, 0 is a constant estimated from individual
series, and Zt is the stochastic error at year t. Note that the left side of (3) is the first -
order differencing model of Fritts (1976). A more meaningful form of (3) is:

Xt = (1 - 0)Xt-1 + P(1 - 0)Xt-2 + 02(1 - 0)Xt-3 + . . . + Zt, (4)

which states that individual ring -width indices can be modeled as the weighted sum of
preceding indices. For example, the Minitab- estimated 0 value for sample SFT -349's
ring -width indices is 0.495. Substituting this value into (4), a weight of about 0.1 is
obtained for this series after 3 years. This indicates that after differencing to transform
the data into a stationary series, this tree retained a "memory" of about 3 years; i.e., its
growth during any given year was serially correlated with its growth during the
preceding 3 years. The effectiveness of ARIMA model- fitting in removing the
"memory" from this standardized series can be seen in the correlogram of its ARIMA
residual series, which are the differences between observed and modeled indices (i.e.,
the Zt in equation (4); Figure 2, series C).

CROS was then run between these residuals and those of the Lava Beds
chronology. A single bark date -A.D. 1647 -was found to have a t value significant at
the 0.001 level (t = 5.05, compared to its prior inflated value of 6.91). This date is
consistent with stratigraphic bracketing of the date of death of tree SFT -349. Further,
when this date is assigned to this tree's last- formed ring, it is supported by both
graphical (Figure 3) and visual crossdating.

DISCUSSION

This example illustrates that spurious and inflated cross -correlation coefficients
arise when they are computed between autocorrelated tree -ring series. Autocorrela-
tion is a common feature of tree -ring data from most regions (Rose 1983; Monserud
1986; Landwehr and Matalas 1986). Tree -ring studies whose conclusions rest on
"significant" cross -correlation coefficients are therefore suspect. One example is the
extensive use of CROS to date floating oak chronologies in western Europe (Baillie et
al. 1985), because chronologies from this region show strong autocorrelation (Munro
1984). To illustrate, the Scotland oak chronology (Baillie 1977) has a first -order
autocorrelation coefficient of 0.544, yet has been cross correlated with many floating
chronologies (Baillie et al. 1985).

The present study also shows that fitting ARIMA models to tree -ring series
improves the effectiveness of their analysis by cross correlation. This approach is
theoretically sounder than high -pass filtering approach of Munro (1984) (see
Monserud 1986) and can be implemented just as easily. Further, it is preferable to the
traditional method of adjusting for autocorrelation after cross correlation by
substituting a lower "effective sample size" for N in equation (1) (Fritts 1976; Cropper
and Fritts 1982). The latter method is not recommended on statistical grounds
because it makes assumptions about the type of autocorrelation present in series
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(Mitchell 1963; Mitchell et al. 1966). Further, calculation of the "effective sample
size" relies on sample autocorrelation coefficients, which themselves are subject to
sampling error (P. J. Bartlein, written commun. 1985). These facts argue for adopting
the ARIMA "prewhitening" approach for future applications of cross correlation in
dendrochronology.
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